Create Clips of Existing MU Video media

Media owners may enable or disable viewers ability to create clips of media that they share with viewers. Media owners and co-editors may create clips of their own media without enabling clipping.

Enable viewers to create clips of one of your MU Videos

See Enable Clipping, Disable Comment, and Close Discussion at knowledge.kaltura.com

Note that the Published status of a video must be set to unlisted or Published to a destination for which your viewers have permissions to view in order for the viewer to access the video, regardless of whether clipping is enabled or not.

Create a clip of one of your own MU Videos

See Clipping a Media Entry at knowledge.kaltura.com

Create a clip of someone else's MU Video

Note that the owner of the video that you want to create a clip from must have

- enabled clipping for everyone
- set the Published status of the video to "unlisted" or Published to a destination for which you have permissions to view.

1. Go to the media of which you want to create a clip
2. Under the "Actions" menu select "Create Clip"
3. The Video Editor window will display
4. Drag the handlebars of the start or end points with your mouse to set the range desired for the clip
5. Click the "Save a Copy" button in the editor
6. The clipped video will be saved to your My Media list

Share a link with viewers that defines a start and/or end time for playback of a longer video

Rather than creating a new video clip of an existing video, media owners may also share a link with viewer(s) that defines a start and/or end time of a longer video. The link will prompt playback of the video at the designated start time. The media viewer can choose to watch portions of the full video outside of the start and end times after the initial playback.

See Share & Embed Media Via the Media Page at knowledge.kaltura.com
Help Desk

Help Desk Contact Info

Location: Bard Hall

Phone: 717-871-7777

Email: help@millersville.edu

Classroom Hotline: 717-871-7280

After Hours D2L Help: 877-325-7778

Hours:

Call Center

- Fall/Spring Semesters:
  - M-TH 8AM - 7PM EST, F 8AM - 5PM EST
- Summer Sessions:
  - M-F 8AM - 4PM EST

Walk-in TAC

- M 9-11AM, 12-7PM
- T 11AM-4PM
- W 9:10-3:30AM, 1-7PM
- TH 9AM-5PM
- F 9-11AM, 1-4PM

By Appointment - book an appointment

Technical Assistance Center - Bard Hall